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We have fabricated three-dimensional metallodielectric photonic crystals that consist of bismuth and
gallium metals infiltrated into porous synthetic opals that have 300 nm diam silica balls. The
specular reflectivity was measured in a broad spectral range from 0.3 to 25 ♠m using a variety of
light sources, detectors and spectrometers. In addition to broadening of the original Bragg stop
bands in the visible spectral range that give rise to iridescence colors, we also found a dramatic
decrease of reflectivity in the visible/near-infrared spectral range. For frequencies below a cut-off
frequency in the mid-infrared range the reflectivity increases to its normal bulk value in the
respective metal, as predicted by theory and fitted by a model calculation. © 2004 American
Institute of Physics. ❅DOI: 10.1063/1.1645676★
I. INTRODUCTION






⑦MDPCs✦ with submicron lattice constants that include fab-
rication methods,1–13 measurements of physical
properties,8,10–13 and theoretical calculations.14–20 There are
two main goals underlying these efforts: ⑦1✦ to obtain a com-








to obtain a ‘‘transparent metal’’ with
low reflectivity in the visible/NIR spectral range16,19,20 but,
nevertheless, high electrical conductivity. These seemingly
contradictory properties are not only scientifically interesting
but also would initiate various opto-electronic applications.
Theoretically it was predicted17 that the Bragg stop bands of
dielectric PCs in the visible spectral range would dramati-
cally broaden in MDPCs due to the larger difference in di-
electric constant between the respective metal and dielectric
constituents. It was also predicted16 that there would be a
considerable redshift of the metallic plasma frequency, ✈p in




spectral range, into the THz or mid-IR spectral range.
This plasma frequency redshift is predicted to be below a
cut-off frequency,15
✈c✬c/2d , where c is the speed of light
and d is the lattice constant, which is due to waveguiding
characteristic properties in 3D MDPC composite materials.
Some of these predictions were confirmed in the microwave
frequency and mid-IR ranges mainly for one-dimensional
⑦1D✦ and two-dimensional ⑦2D✦ periodic structures. To date,
however very few experimental studies of 3D MDPCs have
been conducted, that aimed at verifying these theoretical pre-
dictions in the visible/NIR spectral range.
II. EXPERIMENT
In this work we have fabricated 3D MDPCs that consist
of metals infiltrated into porous synthetic opal PCs. Two dif-





which is a semimetal, and gallium ⑦Ga✦ which has typical
metallic properties. The specular reflectivity of the infiltrated
and uninfiltrated opals, as well as that of the pure metals, was
subsequently measured over a broad spectral range from 0.3
to 25 ♠m using several combinations of light sources, detec-
tors and spectrometers. We found that the optical reflectivity
spectra of the MDPC samples dramatically decrease in the
visible/NIR spectral range, and recuperate in the mid-IR
range below a cut-off frequency. In addition, some of the
MDPC samples showed relatively bright iridescence colors
caused by a broad Bragg stop band in the visible range21 that
is formed due to the enhanced optical penetration depth in
the composites compared to the skin depth for the pure met-
als.
Opal PCs as templates for metal infiltration were grown
by sedimentation of 300 nm diam silica balls in aqueous
solution.21 Some opals for gallium infiltration were received
from OPALON, Russia. The resulting synthetic opals con-
sisted of microcrystals with characteristic size of tens of
♠
m
and preferable vertical orientation along the ⑦111✦ crystallo-




was added to the opal sample at pressure of
10✷6 Torr. Temperature of 1000 K and pressure of 600 bar
were then applied for 3–5 min; the subsequent cooling was
accompanied by slow pressure release during the solidifica-
tion process.22 The bismuth infiltration process was similar to





longer exposure time ⑦10 min to a few hours✦ were applied.10
The resulting MDPC samples were approximately 5✸5
✸





suitable for the specular reflectivity measurements. The
obtained MDPCs were electrically conductive and showeda Electronic mail: val@physics.utah.edu
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network topology. We estimated the metal filling factor of
the voids, f, by several techniques including measurement of
the average density, and also reversing the infiltration by
dissolving the metal. We found that f for Bi MDPC was
80✻10%, and f for Ga MDPC was 100%.
The specular reflectivity, R(✈), from 0.3 to 4.1 ♠m was
measured for the MDPCs, metallic films and uninfiltrated
opal samples using a homemade spectrometer that consists
of various incandescent light sources ⑦tungsten–halogen and
glow-bar lamps✦, solid-state detectors
⑦
enhanced-UV Si, Ge
and InSb✦, and a 0.3 met monochromator
⑦
Action Research
Corporation✦ that was equipped with several gratings in or-
der to span the broad spectral range. The incident light beam
was directed so as to be about 13° from the surface normal.
R(✈) in the mid-IR range
⑦
1.6–25 ♠m✦ was measured using
a Fourier transform IR ⑦FTIR✦ spectrometer ⑦Bruker✦ with 4
cm✷1 resolution. The R(✈) spectra obtained from the two
spectrometers were normalized by that of silver or gold
plated mirrors measured under the same conditions and also
to each other at the respective overlapping spectral ranges.
Since the melting temperature of Ga is ✬10 °C it was nec-
essary to place the Ga MDPC sample in a cryostat at 100 K;
the Bi MDPC samples, on the other hand, were measured at
ambient.
Figure 1 shows a typical scanning electron micrograph
⑦
SEM✦ and R(✈) spectrum of the uninfiltrated opal. Four
relatively sharp bands are apparent: two (SB1 and SB2) in
the visible spectral range, and two (♥1 and ♥2) in the mid-IR





first and second order, respectively✦, which are
formed in the PCs due to constructive interference from
silica planes along ⑦111✦.21 In contrast, ♥1 and ♥2 bands at
approximately 0.06 and 0.14 eV, respectively, correspond to
IR active optical phonons in silica;23 these are the O–Si–O
bond stretching and bond rocking vibrations, respectively.
Otherwise R(✈) in the near- and mid-IR spectral ranges is
quite low (R✬1%–3%).
Figure 2⑦a✦ shows the R(✈) spectrum of a 200 nm thick
bismuth film deposited on a glass substrate. It is known that
the semimetal bismuth has several reflective bands through-
out the visible/IR spectral range that are due to allowed op-
tical transitions from various valence subbands to corre-
sponding conduction subbands.24 Our measurements reveal
some of them: there is a prominent shoulder at ✬4 eV, a
broad peak at about 1.4 eV ⑦denoted here ✈VC), and small
peaks at ✬0.7 and ✬0.4 eV. Due to the small concentration
of free carriers (✬1018 cm✷3) the corresponding plasma fre-
quency in bismuth was found to be in the far-IR range,25,26
and thus is not shown in Fig. 2⑦a✦.
Figures 2⑦a✦ and 2⑦c✦ show R(✈) of the bismuth infil-
trated opal. Except for the small band at about 4 eV that is
related to a corresponding peak in pure Bi, and a relatively
broad band at about 1.9 eV that may be related to a modified
SB1 in the uninfiltrated opal, R(✈) is almost flat in the vis-
FIG. 1. The reflectiviey spectrum, R( ), of an uninfiltrated opal PC ✁SEM
image is shown in the inset✂. Various reflectivity bands are assigned: SB
indicates Bragg stop bands and ✄ denotes silica IR active phonons. Fitting of
the
✄2 band using Eq. ✁2✂ is also shown ✁dashed line✂.
FIG. 2. R( ) spectra of bismuth ✁a✂, and Bi-infiltrated opal ✁b✂, ✁c✂. Various
bands are assigned, where  p is the plasma frequency,  VC is an interband
transition, and ✄2✽ is a modified IR active phonon. The dashed lines in ✁a✂
and ✁c✂ are fits using Eqs. ✁1✂ and ✁3✂.
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ible and UV spectral ranges, with a value of 4% or less,
R(✈) has a minimum at ✬1 eV, followed by a prominent
increase towards lower frequencies at ✈VC✽ . We speculate
that this rise in R(✈) is due to the modified ✈VC transition.
At low frequencies there are also two reflectivity peaks in
R(
✈
), namely, ♥1✽ and ♥2✽ , that correspond to the modified
IR active optical phonons in silica; they are seen more
clearly in Fig. 2⑦c✦.
Figure 3⑦a✦ shows R(✈) of pure gallium. The free elec-
tron plasma frequency,
✈p of Ga is at about 14 eV,27 and thus
lies outside our spectral range. In the measured spectral
range R(✈) is rather flat at R✬70%–80% with a moderate







) of Ga-infiltrated opal. There are two well-
defined stop bands in the visible and UV ranges, namely,
SB1✽ at 2.5 eV and SB2✽ at 4.5 eV; these are the modified
Bragg stop bands in Ga MDPC that correspond to the SB
bands in the uninfiltrated opal. Otherwise R(✈) is rather
small in these spectral ranges, with R✬5%. Starting at 2 eV,
however, R(
✈
) increases towards lower frequencies, reach-
ing a value of about 53% in the mid-IR range ❅Fig. 3⑦c✦ . We
interpret this rise in R(✈) as due to the modified plasma
frequency (✈p✽) that is redshifted compared to ✈ p in pure Ga,
as predicted by theory.15,16 In addition, we also see a small
peak ♥2✽ at 0.14 eV that is related to the corresponding IR
active phonon in silica.
Qualitatively, R(
✈
) spectra of Bi- and Ga-infiltrated
opals have optical features similar to those of the corre-
sponding pure metals and uninfiltrated opals. The MDPC
samples show an increase in R(
✈
) at low frequencies that is
typical of metallic free electron plasma, but also show stop
bands in the visible spectral range that are typical of PCs.
The stop bands in the MDPC samples are broader and their
frequencies are blueshifted compared to those of uninfiltrated
opals. Bi MDPC has a weak SB in the visible spectral range,
whereas Ga MDPC has two well-defined stop bands
(SB1✽ ,SB2✽), both of which are blueshifted approximately 0.5
eV compared to the corresponding stop bands in the opal.
The shifting and broadening of the stop bands in the fabri-
cated MDPCs may be associated with a modified refraction
index in the visible spectral range, and a larger difference in
refraction index between the silica and metal constituents.
However, the broadening may also be due to a nonzero ex-
tinction coefficient in the infiltrated metals, which would
lead to light absorption that limits the number of silica ball
planes that can constructively interfere. These factors cannot
be easily evaluated analytically and thus should be modeled
using computer simulations. An alternative explanation for
the broadening is that metal infiltrated into the opal would
introduce additional disorder due to inhomogeneous filling.
Also there is a rise in R(
✈
) at low frequencies for both
MDPC samples, which leads in Bi MDPC to a redshift in
✈VC , and in Ga MDPC to a smaller plasma frequency that
changes from ✈p✺14 eV in pure Ga to ✈p✽✺2 eV in Ga
MDPC.
III. THEORY
In order to gain insight into the optical processes that
govern the dielectric function, ➠⑦✈✦, of the MDPC samples
we try to fit their reflectivity spectra in the infrared using
parameters that describe the dielectric response of the con-
stituents, namely, silica, air and the corresponding metals,
assuming that the properties of the constituents remain quali-
tatively unchanged. This approach would not work for the
stop bands in the visible range; however in the mid-IR range












, metal and silica, respectively, and f is
the metal filling factor for the voids. The coefficient 0.26 for
air and metal and 0.74 for silica are the volume fractions of






FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for gallium and Ga-infiltrated opal. SB1☎ and SB2☎
are modified stop bands.
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First we fit ➠ ✈✦ of the uninfiltrated opal, ➠opal, to obtain


















2.0) is the dielectric constant of silica at high frequencies,
sSi is the oscillator strength of silica at the ♥2 phonon band,
and ✈SiT (❣Si) is the frequency  width✦ of the IR active pho-
non. The least square fitting parameters sSi , ✈SiT and ❣Si are
given in Table I, and the R(
✈
) spectrum calculated using Eq.
 2✦ based on these parameters is shown in Fig. 1  dashed
line✦.
A similar procedure was used to fit the dielectric func-
tion,
➠Bi , of pure Bi; in this case we chose a Lorentzian to fit













Here ➠Bi(❵), sBi , ✈BiT and ❣Bi have the same meanings as
those mentioned above for the opal. The best fitting param-
eters are given in Table I and the corresponding R(
✈
) spec-
trum using Eq.  3✦ with these parameters is shown in Fig.





with the dielectric parameters of Bi and opal
determined above. As fitting parameters we left free
➠Bi(❵),
❣Bi and ✈BiT . These fitting parameters are given in Table I
and the corresponding R(
✈





The good agreement with the experimental data validates the
model used.
For Ga MDPC the fitting procedure was similar to that
of Bi MDPC, except that we used the following Drude model















where ➠Ga(❵) is the contribution from the ion cores, and ✈p
and ❣Ga are the plasma frequency and collision rate, respec-





➠M in Eq.  1✦, with f✺1 and ✈p✺13.8 eV,27 and keeping
➠Ga(❵) and ❣Ga as free parameters. The best fitting param-
eters are given in Table I and the corresponding reflectivity
spectrum, which is in good agreement with the experimental
data, is shown in Fig. 3 c✦. Again the good fit validates the
approach taken to describe the dielectric response in the
MDPC for wavelengths much larger than the periodicity, ❧
❅d , which cannot be described using Bragg interference.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion we fabricated MDPCs by infiltrating met-
als into opal PCs at high pressure and elevated temperature.
The reflectivity spectra show features that are typical of met-
als but also of uninfiltrated opals. The reflectivity is very low
in the visible/NIR spectral range; this allows the penetration
of light beyond the metal skin depth, typically a few hundred
nm, making it possible to form relatively broad Bragg stop
bands in the visible range. However in the mid-IR range
below a cut-off frequency
✈c the reflectivity abruptly in-
creases to its normal bulk value in the corresponding metal,
giving the impression of a redshifted plasma edge. A model
calculation, in which the MDPC dielectric response is com-
posed of the dielectric response of the constituents describes
well the reflectivity spectrum for ❧❅d , that is away from the
Bragg stop bands.
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